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INC: AUTOMATIC WHITE SPOT MODE REGARDLESS OF THE POSITION OF THE WHITE

Automatic White SPOT mode regardless of the position of
the White movable Printheads
Abstract
This invention describes a new print modes strategy that allows White spot print modes available
at any position of the printheads. It Is based on the print modes of a White printer which includes
aMovable Slot System (MSS). These new white spot print modes do not require a MSS change
position or reconfiguration of the printer.
MSS allow a White printer to be configure in different modes e.g., White Under-flood and White
Overflood. The Figure 1 shows a carriage with a MSS is allocated in pen pocket position 1 and 7.
MSS enables move PH in Y direction (vertical) in two different positions pocket 1 and three
positions in the pocket 7.

Figure 1 White printer carriage with MSS

Problems solved
In some White printers there are two different positions for the White PH. Position 1 or position
Under-flood for printing with Under-flood mode (UF) and Position 2 or Overflood position for
printing with Overflood mode (OF), Spot mode (SP) or Sandwich mode (SW). Thanks to the MSS
we can place the white PH at Under-flood position or in Overflood position.
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In order to print in SP, we need to move MSS for placing the white PH at Overflood position.
This invention enables the SP wherever is the PH placed. Thanks to this solution we are not
forcing to place the white head in a certain position, the user could print in SP regardless where is
the white configuration selected.

Descriptions
In the following figures are represented the carriage schematics of White printer with the white
PH in the Under-flood position (Figure 2) or in the Overflood position (Figure 3).
The white PH slot includes a MSS that allows to place it at different position in vertical direction.

White printer carriage setup | UF configuration

Figure 2 Underflood position
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White printer carriage setup | OV/SW/SP configuration

Figure 3 Overflood position

Thanks to this idea proposed, it solve the problem of moving the white PH with the MSS and
simplify the workflow for printing with SP (Figure 5).

Figure 4 Printing SP workflow with the invention

How works the automatic Spot print mode.
We need to know in advance where is the White PH placed. We can predefine the positions and store it in
the printer or we can measure it through a diagnostic.
In the case of latex inks is very important control the drying time, so for that reason we need to maximize
the distance (or time) of the white ink form the colors.
In order to keep the same ink on media interaction, in the case of latex, we need to place pretreatment
just before white ink. We need to keep this rule to generate the print mode.
To control firing nozzles, we use masks to define which area of the printhead is printing. (Figure 5)
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Figure 5 SP mask in two different positions

In this example we can see a white PH at two different positions however the area of firing nozzles it's at
the same position. Position A would be Overflood position and Position B would be Under-flood position.



Mask heigh must be equal or lower than overlapping area of the different white PH
positions
Mask offset will be modified taking account the difference in position between the nominal
and the current position.

Once the offset is recalculated, we can overwrite the value in the print mode. Mask offset is a setting that
isalready in the code and we can easily setup taking account the new position of the head.

Advantages





With this idea users will be able to print in spot mode wherever the white PH is placed
We offer an automatic print mode that doesn't imply any change or manipulation of the
MSS
Is an automatic system that could be implemented even without an automatic hardware to
change PH position.
This solution potentially could be extended in the SW, OF or UF print modes.
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